I was impressed by the performance of Omega
3 for dogs. All my dogs enjoyed the taste and
licked their bowls clean. I noticed bitches kept
their coat condition after heat , which was a

plus for me and my older dog is now moving well
again.

I would certainly recommend.
Pam Blay

International Show Judge

Taz loves Essential Omega 3, we’ve
noticed an improvement in his
general condition and it’s

made his coat really shiny.

It’s definitely something we would
like to continue with.
Bill and Anne
Suffolk

Barny is my 2 year old Tibetan Terrier, he has always

been a fussy eater but from the first use of the omega3
sprinkles he eats every morsel in the bowl. It's brilliant
I've tried everything to get him to eat properly and now I
have no problem.
Julie Rose

Horton in Ribblesdale

I tried my dog on Essential omega3
and he absolutely loved it, he

is 11 now and needs supplements to

keep him moving properly, the sprinkles
made him act like a puppy again,

and he's even keener to gobble his meals.

I have noticed a difference in his coat and

I get comments from fellow dog walkers on

how shiny his coat looks.

I would recommend this product, it's so

easy to use and the dog loves it.
Kate Rose
Oxford

Bella my 10 year old Labrador x Rotweiler had

been on prescription anti-inflammatory medicine
and painkillers which just seemed to help when

she needed them. Since using Vitafeed she has
been more mobile, had more get up and go, is

generally much happier and I don’t give her the

medicines anymore. It lovely to see she has her old
spark back.

Dawn Fifield
Canterbury

We have been giving Alfie Vitafeed Essential
Omega 3 for four or five weeks now and find
it great. We started using this because

although Alfie was pretty fit and healthy

his coat was a bit flat, he also used to smell
a bit and also had itchy skin.

We found it very easy to use and just put

two table spoons in his normal dried food each
day. Alfie seems to love it which is an

added bonus but the main thing is that he

is now the image of health with a gorgeous

coat and he doesn't smell or itch any more.

We think this is a great product and would
definitely recommend this to others.

Mark and Pam
Suffolk

